SURVEY  OF  BRITISH   ECONOMY       Gl2	ECONOMIC   EVENTS
AN INTERNATIONAL GROW-TH LEAGUE T 1BLE
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alia been paid to the proportion of output which
different countries devote to imestment ^ e
expendituie on. commodities—such as plant and
machinery—for use in future pioduction These
investment ratios are shown in the table With
the exception of the USA all countries h<ive
investment ratios con jdei ibly highei than in the
UK with correspondingly higher growth rates
of output and productivity Since investment
m dwellings contributes very little to growth it
is appiopriate to exclude this investment how
ever the same results are obtained This leads
to the hypothesis that Britain s growth rite could
be raised if a higher proportion of output tv ere
devoted to investment particularly in plant and
machmerv There is piobibly some truth in
manj of these explanations and it is unlikely that
any one remedy will be sufficient to raise the
British growth rate
Capital and Automation
Many of the growing industries are capital
intensive they use much machineiy and equip
ment per unit of output produced In chemicals
steel and above all electricity the plant is
extremely expensive Most of the innovations
since ths war—nylon atomic power electronics
polythene etc —require a high capital investment
and cannot pay unless they are worked nearly
full out One way to achieve this is by shift
work and it may be that a full exploitation of the
potentialities of these new industries will require
a greater extension of this system of work And
the future liolds out prospects of still more in
tensive requirements for capital as automation
spreads With automition much, of the manual
semi skilled tv ork should come to an end .The
new electronic computers will be able to control
tho m ichmes that actually do the manufacturing
opeiations Transfer machines can read,
details of the work to be done off a piece of tape
thes can adjust themselves to coirect mistakes
or to adjust for faulty materials
So far the impact of automation has been small
The mam use has been in the office where elec
tronic computers can carry out far more efficiently
much of the routine calculating recording and
checlnn? operations previously done by clerks
But it will continue to spread and must do so if
the growth, in wealth Is to continue The change
will come only gradually But ultimately one
can envisage that both in manufacturing industry
and in office wort the machine will have replaced
much of the human effort in work and even more
of its drudgery The typical manual job will
become that of the skilled maintenance man
This revolution will take many decades to effect
It raises no spectre of widespread redundancy
but it does mean that over the years more and
more emphasis will need to be laid on the training
of workers for skilled work and indeed oa raising
the general level of education. Also over the years
the average size of factory is likely to grow as
these new methods if they are to be profitable
have to be used on a large scale Finally the
prospect is for ever increasing requirements of
capital—and of course for the savings to finance it
Investment
In 1965 gross investment in capital assets
amounted to £6 262 million This is about 20 per
 cent of the gross national product (GNP) In
other words about one part m five of total produc
tion was used to replies old assets or to add to
the nations stock of capital equipment The
addition to the stock of capital assets (net invest
ment) accounts foi 60 per cent of gros=> investment
the remainder is needed to oflset the wastage of
assets already in use We have seen (above) that
the proportion of total output invested m Britain
is lower than in countries with faster growth rates
of output and productivity and there is reason
to believe that a higher proportion would improve
the growth rate But a rise in the investment
ratio would involve a fall in other forms of ex
pendituie notably private and public consump
tion and this would have to be brought about
by increasing taxation or encouraging people to
save In other words a faster rate of growth—
and therefore higher consumption in the future—
which was achieved by this method would involve
a sacrifice in current consumption A choice must
be made between the loss m current consumption
and the ensuing gain m future consumption Of
course not all consumption expenditure is equally
important to the standard of living some would
argue that if defence expenditure was pruned to
permit more investment there would be no loss
to set against the future gam
Types of Investment
There are four main kinds of investment plant
and machinery vehicles dwellings and other
construction In 1965 the four categories ac
counted for 37 10 21 and 32 per cent respectively
of total gross investment Investment may also
be analysed by the purpose for which it is used
It is clear from the table that some sectors are
more capital intensive than others Manufactur
ing and social services (such as education and
health) take a surprisingly small proportion of
total investment distribution (retail wholesale
banking and finance) and public utilities and
services take a large proportion Investment m
electricity alone accounts foi 10 per cent of the
total Investment m real terms rose most rapidly
for social services and foi distribution over the
decade manufacturing other production indus
tries and transport fared badly
GBOSS INVE&TMPNT BY PURPOSE
1965


Percentage
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Percentage
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Manufacturing
Other production an
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